
WRITE A SHELL SCRIPT TO EXCHANGE THE VALUES OF TWO

VARIABLES THAT ARE IMPORTANT

Code for Write a shell program to exchange the values of two variables in Unix / Linux / Ubuntu. echo Enter valuefor a:
read a echo Enter valuefor b: read b clear .

If the expansion is done within double quotes, then the expansion is a single word with the first character of
the IFS special variable separating the parameters, or no intervening space if IFS is null. If the date options are
used to narrow the scope of files to process, we use the date and an if-statement, to compare whether the
modification time of the file is within the specified interval. Version 1: Explicit For loop We use a for-loop to
iterate over all files provided as arguments to the script. The leading colon in this example tells getopts to be
silent and suppress the normal error messages, as this script will provide its own error handling. Listing 6.
This tip builds on the tools covered in the earlier tip Linux tip: Bash test and comparison functions. Note that
this is not regular expression matching as used by grep. Otherwise the shell expands WORD and substitutes
the result. Typically it is used in a while loop, to set shell variables that will be used later. See also: while loop.
Now I, or someone else might forget the leading or trailing slash and some Windows user might use back
slashes instead of regular slashes, so I decided to just handle that in the script. For convenience several options
can be combined as in the command ls -lrt, which provides a long option -l directory listing in reverse order
option -r sorted by modification time option -t. Parameter 0 refers to the name of the program that started
bash, or the name of the shell script if the function is running within a shell script. This section will introduce
some of the parameter expansions that are available in bash. In practice, you will most often want to iterate
over the parameters to a function or shell script, or a list created by command substitution using a for
statement, so this constraint is seldom a problem. Listing 17 shows the result of running the new ll Running
the testopt. In the for-loop, the shell variable n is a counter for the number of files, and s is the total line count
so far. You will need to reset OPTIND to 1 yourself if you call getopts for a new set of arguments in a script
where you have already used it with other arguments. Clearly, a single parameter providing the version, 5.
Revised version of ll The first argument to getopts is a list of option letters to be recognized, in this case, p and
r. You can use the same technique with shell scripts and the getopts builtin command eases your task. Running
the testargs. The testargs. Shell expansion pattern matching Listing 11 shows some basic usage of the pattern
matching expansions. However, this fails on files with more than lines. In silent mode, either of the following
two error conditions may occur.


